CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
Dear Shareholders,
2004 was a year of continued growth and development for China Insurance International Holdings Company Limited. I am
happy and honored to report that CIIH and its subsidiaries produced satisfactory results during the year, and remain on
track to fulfilling our long-term development plans.
Our core reinsurance business at CIRe again produced strong and stable results in 2004. Reinsurance revenues and net
income were HK$1,092.46 million and HK$198.00 million, respectively, representing slight decreases of 7.4% and 15.4%,
respectively, over that of last year. We believe that these results are highly satisfactory, given the ongoing trends of the
global primary and reinsurance markets whereby the favorable, “hard” pricing cycle for global insurers is beginning to end.
Over the long term, we are confident that CIRe will continue to grow its business in a stable and conservative manner. Our
subsidiary in the PRC life insurance industry, TPL, in only its third full-year of operations, recorded premium of RMB6,607.45
million (equivalent to HK$6,217.61 million), while our associate company in the PRC general insurance industry, TPI, recorded
premium of RMB926.95 million (equivalent to HK$872.26 million), representing increases of 101.9% and 75.9%, respectively,
over that of last year. Such strong growth rates in our PRC operations is highly impressive, and we believe that the
opportunities for insurers in Mainland China will increase in the future.
In 2004, CIIH’s turnover increased by 69.6% to HK$7,345.18 million, while loss attributable to shareholders was HK$22.94
million. These consolidated results were satisfactory given our current stage of development. TPL and TPI produced net
operating losses in 2004, as both operations are still in their initial years of establishment. The net operating losses have
increased from that of 2003 because the scale and breadth of the Mainland operations have grown rapidly. The decrease
in net income is also due to the lower profit contribution from CIRe, as well as lower earnings at CIGAML and increased
interest expenses due to the first full year of interest expenses from our 2003 debt offering.
Other highlights of 2004 included the following:
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•

CIRe’s strict discipline in focusing on profitability, instead of top-line growth, was exemplified by its re-underwriting
initiative over the past two years spearheaded by its top management with the full support of its Board of Directors.
In anticipation of the gradual, but inevitable, end of the hard pricing cycle, CIRe has re-underwritten its entire reinsurance
portfolio and selectively pruned off more than one-tenth of its business. The reinsurance business to be discontinued
were policies which CIRe believed would not be able to sustain their current levels of underwriting margin and would
not be able to meet with CIRe’s underwriting standards when the reinsurance pricing cycle turns less favourable, or
“soft”. Such a re-underwriting approach is an important strategy critical for CIRe to maintaining a sustainable
underwriting profit.

•

CIIH, through its subsidiaries TPL and CIGAML, entered into a conditional shareholders’ agreement with TPI, Fortis
and CIHC to form a new joint stock limited company, named Tai Ping Pension Company Limited (“TPP”). Upon
establishment (expected to occur in 2005), the Company will effectively control 74.0% of the equity interest in TPP,
and TPP will become a subsidiary of the Company. TPP will engage in the supplementary corporate pension business
as well as other related pension businesses. With a clear focus on the pension business in Mainland China, TPP
intends to offer a broad and sophisticated range of products and services, including actuarial support services, to
both its corporate and individual pension clients. The PRC’s pension market is yet another potentially enormous
opportunity in Mainland China’s financial services sector. We intend for TPP to become an important operating unit of
CIIH, and believe that its establishment will further the Company’s endeavors to becoming a universal financial services
provider in China.
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ྦྷɻړਝઁٖτࠉʔ̇ϤӰcɀཌྷཌྷ̒αܰᘗᙩѕɣೕࢄؿȹαe̯Ɂʵ˞
ݯ࿘ΔΉbჇɎంйcɻړਝʥԯڃᙔʔ̇ΕαʑˮଉพᐜcԎ̳үໃ
ྡྷٽႩೕࢄི߮e
̯එ྆ɻʹਝ࣏ؿʶʹړ፮พ৻Εɀཌྷཌྷ̒αʹ۹ٲଊੜڰcՅᖇ৪ؿιᐜe
ʹړ፮ؿᏪพᔾ૱νɃʗПݯ10.9246ყಋʏʥ1.9800ყಋʏcʗП༖˾α෬
ൡ7.4%ʥ15.4%eϣᄬԷͲଈقؿઅړ፮ʥʹړ፮̟ؿӶබcЩྦྷͲଈړ፮ʔ
̇τСcֶਠࢵցძ൪౨ٶѮᐰc̯එ྆ႏݯɻʹਝɰՅ˥Ɂ෮ؿ
ιᐜeٽႩԞޜc̯එ྆૯ڌɻʹਝʋผ˞ᖇ৪dᄗؿʿৌᘗᙩೕࢄพ৻e
̯එ྆ԑɻਝɁྐړ፮พڃؿᙔʔ̇ʪ̡ɁྐΕͲࠍᏪؿɍαڏɰ፣
ฦ൚ Yang Chao

Ɂ̵ྫྷ66.0745ყʏړؿνɃޚכ62.1761ყಋʏhϤ̯එ྆ԑɻਝȹ
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ঁړ፮พؿᐲᏪʔ̇ʪ̡ړ፮c፣ړؿ͛τɁ̵ྫྷ9.2695ყʏޚכ8.7226
ყಋʏcʗП༖˾αᄈ˱101.9%ʥ75.9%eɻਝพ৻፣Σϊɣఝؿᄈٽଅ˥

Ɂ͌e̯එ྆ڌޚcړ፮ʔ̇ΕɻਝɣੀผԔτҡΛؿዀ༤e
ɻړਝכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αؿᏪพᔾᄈ˱69.6%c༠73.4518ყಋʏcٖᎶЌᑋฌݯ2,294ຒಋʏc̯ྦྷޚඑֺ྆͌ک୮
ೕࢄආݒϤӰcϊ၃พᐜʋ့ଉeͅכʪ̡Ɂྐʥʪ̡ړ፮כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αʋ୮כพ৻ೕࢄٱ౨cֺ˞ଐ́ȿᏪ༜
ᑋฌ૱ᔾeᛇכΕɻਝʑΔؿพ৻כαʑӾᒷ˨ʥࢄׅcܨᏪ༜ᑋฌ૱ᔾ༖ɀཌྷཌྷɍαݯঢ়eϤɻʹਝɻړ༅
ଐဳଉСᅼؿɎࠌʥࠖαͲα۹ͶʻɀཌྷཌྷɍαೕඦСࢠʻˮя࿚ι૱νɃؿಕঽe
ɀཌྷཌྷ̒αพ৻ࠇᒨ˳˞ܢɎΈඖl
•

ɻʹਝȹقᗲΨਿ؇ޔСॶɈϤڈᏪพᔾᄈڬࡈؿٽcΕԑผͲɈʻܛɎcԯঢ়ज़ဳଉᄙΕ༦˾ԭαໃྡྷพ
৻ሔॖᏎদ೪eͅכད߮ਠࢵցძ൪౨බ̦ҢcɻʹਝɰᏎদԯͲʹړ፮ୂcԎፕእֲΔ૭Ҽ
ȿ༩Ɋʗɾȹؿพ৻eֺړʹؿૃי፮พ৻ܰɻʹਝڌޚੀ̰ॶၐܛଊࣂړֻؿСᅼc˞ʥʹړ፮̟൪
౨үɃබcֶΑசࣂੀɺॶ༠Էɻʹਝړֻؿᅟๅړؿ௰e˞ɐؿᏎցʿৌܰɻʹਝܛᙩၐړֻܛСᅼ
ؿᗐᒄܧ೪e

•

ɻړਝ༦ԯڃᙔʔ̇ʪ̡Ɂྐɻړඑ྆༅ଐဳଉၤʪ̡ړ፮dఒɻٖઁړᖋ߯ȿȹͫτૈٖͧԾ
ᘪcι͓ȿȹࡼΊݯʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ٖͫτࠉʔ̇ʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ؿณٖͫτࠉʔ̇eད౨ϊʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷʄ
αพɾ܃c̯ʔ̇ੀྡྷሔઁԹʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ؿ74.0%ٖ̯ᚬऩcϤʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ੀι̯ݯʔ̇ڃؿᙔʔ̇eʪ
̡ቔϢړ፮ੀԑͬพ˨ቔϢړټ፮ʥԯˢၤቔϢړټ፮ޚᗐؿพ৻e༦ਿ؇ɻਝʑΔؿቔϢړټ፮พ৻c
ʪ̡ቔϢړ፮ॶͬݯพɁቔϢړ፮۪ʸొԜҡᄤ؟ҡᔔఒؿଐۂ৻רcɻ͛ผ˳ొܢԜ၀့ʿࠍؿʻ
৻רeɻਝؿቔϢړ፮̟ܰɻਝʑΔټؿጪވ৻רП̊ȹᕡɣਆዀe̯එི྆߮ੀʪ̡ቔϢړ፮̨ιɻړ
ਝ߬ࠇؿᏪ༜௰Ͻcڌޚԯι͓ੀτХ̯එ྆ιݯɻਝټࠍͲؿጪొ৻רԜّe

ɻړਝઁٖτࠉʔ̇
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•

TPL continued its expansion into the PRC life insurance market by opening 7 new branches in 2004. The location of
the branches were chosen carefully to best position TPL in the most wealthy and populous provinces in China. With
these new branches, TPL now has 22 branches throughout the PRC. TPI also continued its expansion in the PRC
general insurance market by opening 7 new branches in 2004. TPI now has 19 branches throughout the PRC. For
both our Mainland operations, we have now established presences in the best insurance geographies of the PRC.
We now plan to slow our new branch openings in order to focus upon building up our existing operations.

•

TPL continues to make strong market inroads into the PRC life insurance sector. In 2004, TPL was ranked the sixth
largest life insurer in the country based on total premium, a remarkable achievement given that TPL is only in its third
full-year of operations. TPL will continue to expand throughout Mainland China, but will do so with an emphasis on
profitability. In 2004, the entire life insurance industry of the PRC grew at a slower rate (7.0%) than that achieved in
previous years. The reason for this slowing of growth was due to a new emphasis on profitability amongst the major
PRC insurers, in particular those which became publicly listed companies in 2004. Although the shift in focus to
newer and more profitable products led to a slowing of overall premium growth, such transformation is highly positive
and healthy for the life insurance industry as a whole over the long term.

With the accomplishments of the past year, I believe that our execution plan is well on the way and on-track to developing
the premier insurance company and financial services provider in China. Our core insurance operations are looking forward
to a positive year in 2005. Although it is likely that the global reinsurance markets are entering a period of “soft” pricing,
because of the strong focus of CIRe on profitability, we are expecting our core reinsurance operations to continue providing
solid and stable cash flows and profits in the year to come. In Mainland China, we are expecting another year of strong
growth in the life and general insurance markets. The economy of the country continues to expand at a rapid pace, and the
insurance industry will continue to develop on such strength. We are expecting TPL and TPI to continue expanding in the
world’s fastest growing insurance market. In addition, we are expecting our assets management business to expand in the
PRC, which will give CIGAML the potential to become a significant profit contributor to the Group in the future and, at the
same time, assist both TPL and TPI in the areas of investment management and risk control.
2005 will be a cautious year for global equity markets. Upside potential for stock markets around the world are likely to be
moderate at best, while downside risks are significant and must not be discounted. CIIH intends to continue limiting its
equity exposures for its investment portfolio. On the fixed income side, the Company will continue to adopt a prudent and
conservative investment philosophy, and have most of its portfolio in investment grade securities. Because interest rates
have not risen as fast as previously forecasted and remain at relative historical lows, CIIH will carefully manage its exposure
to the potential for unexpected interest rate increases during the coming year.
I am very proud and honored to lead CIIH. In particular, our organization’s dedication to corporate governance and
transparency is of the highest priority with me. I personally intend to continue pushing our senior managers to strive to do
what is best for our shareholders in every decision and action that they take.
On behalf of all of our Senior Managers and Directors, I thank you for your trust and support over the past year, and in the
year to come! CIIH’s prospects over the near- and long-term are truly bright, and it is my sincere belief that the Company
will significantly enhance shareholders’ value in the years to come! Thanks are also due to our employees at CIIH for their
hard work and dedication in 2004!
Yang Chao
Chairman
Hong Kong, 23 March 2005
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•

ʪ̡Ɂྐכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αณᄈஉȼࡼʗʔ̇ԎᘗᙩࢄׅΕɻਝɁྐړ፮̟ͫؿᔾeݯԚʪ̡ɁྐՅබcʗʔ
̇ؿЗᒨяˠୀፕእcณஉʗʔ̇ϽכɻਝఒʥɁɟຖͫޘؿؿeடԒณʗʔ̇cʪ̡ɁྐɰͲכ
ɻਝஉ͓ɀɊɀࡼʗʔ̇eʪ̡ړ፮͛כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αณᄈஉȼࡼʗʔ̇ᒷࢄɻਝȹঁړ፮̟พ৻eʪ̡ړ፮ɰ
כɻਝஉ͓ȿɊȾࡼʗʔ̇eగɐ߸ԭඖʑΔพ৻Ԟ႓c̯එ྆ɰ൬Ќɻਝ൙ؿΔਂړؿ፮̟c҈ࠨི߮
ʌ܃ੀผྺיஉณʗʔ̇ؿүͣcടଡכ՞ೕࢄଊτพ৻၉ᒨe

•

ʪ̡ɁྐΕɻਝɁྐړ፮ϷพᘗᙩɣיଔcԯΕͲࠍᏪؿɍαڏɰړܘνɃؿખͶࣃӸͲਝʒɣ
Ɂྐړ፮ʔ̇ɾϽcιᐜಳeʪ̡ɁྐੀผΕടࠇޔСॶɈؿਥሁɎᘗᙩΕɻਝʑΔࢄׅพ৻eכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αc
ɻਝኬɁྐړ፮Ϸพؿᄈٽଅݯ7.0%c༖༦˾ݯГcြɻࡈΐݯɻਝ˚߬ړ፮ʔ̇य़य़ടࠇޔСॶɈcϤכɀ
ཌྷཌྷ̒αɐ̟ړؿ፮ʔ̇ؿҝᛰʮԯעᛷeᒖಳᔝݯ؇ࠇҡณdҡτޔСॶɈؿଐۂኒߎኬړᄈיٽᇅcЎ
ȹᔝᛰͲݯ˞˿ڳਝؿኬɁྐړ፮พٽؿႩೕࢄԞ̳ࠍ৪ؿᄧᚊe

˞˾αՅؿԙᐜԞޜc̯Ɂ̯ڌޚඑ྆ΕɻਝΔਂೕࢄιݯӞړؿ፮ʔ̇ټጪొ৻רԜّི̳߮ؿ౩ട̳ᆢؿ
ʿΉᖇүک൬e̯එ࣏྆ؿʶړ፮พ৻כɀཌྷཌྷʄα˿શՅଉೕࢄeᒖಳͲଈړʹؿ፮̟ɣτ˿ॶ൬Ƀৱச
ؿցძ౨cЎਥכɻʹਝঢ়۹ਿ؇ࢽכऩc̯එ྆౨શ࣏ʶʹړ፮พ৻ΕԞαʋผԞ̡ᖇؿଊݚټСᅼe̯එ
྆ད߮cɻਝʑΔؿɁྐʥȹঁړ፮̟כԞαੀʹω፣ੜڰᄈٽeΕɻਝᏜᘗᙩӾᄈٽɾɣΡѼබɎcړ፮
พੀผ፭㠥ϊੜؿڰᏜබೕࢄc̯එ྆౨શʪ̡Ɂྐʥʪ̡ړ፮ΕͲଈ҄ᄈړؿٽ፮̟ɐᘗᙩᄈٽeϊ̔c
̯එ྆ɾ༅ଐဳଉพ৻དࢿผΕɻਝ͓ۺೕࢄพ৻cϊพ৻ྦྷɻړ༅ଐဳଉԞᑟτട۾ɣؿᅶɈԎผι̯ݯඑ྆ؿ
ࠇɣСᅼԞeࣂcɻړ༅ଐဳଉᑹผԾХʪ̡Ɂྐʪ̡ړ፮˱ੜҙ༅ဳଉʥࠓ፮ઁԹe
̯එ྆ྦྷɀཌྷཌྷʄαͲؿଈٖ̟ܛᄗؒޜؿcႏݯΕଉؗੱؿɎcΈΔٖ̟ɖ̋ผܰ፣ใؿʠఝcޚ
ʦٖ̟Ɏࢹࠓؿ፮ɺГcੱؗɺࢀઌ˞ႦʶeɻړਝੀผᘗᙩઁԹҙ༅ୂɻֺٖЌˈؿԝeϭכցࢠᖬԴؿ
ҙ༅c̯ʔ̇ʋᘗᙩըϷᖇ৪ᄗؿҙ༅ࡑነc˞τҙ༅೩ज़ؿᖬԴА߬˚ݯҙ༅ୂeͅכСଅ̰Σͱکད߮ঁ҄
Αʠcଊࣂʋ୮כዃ̌ɐ༖Гᒨcɻړਝผɩʶ୮ଉСଅΕԞα˿ॶޯಳɐʠϤੀֻ߬Շࠓؿ፮e
ॶਪეɻړਝc̯ɁྡྷΕ˞ϊݯϬႚʥ૯࿘֗eઐ৽̯ʔ̇ࠇ഼ʔ̇ဳ؝ʥొঢ়ע۹̯͛ܰɁࠇ߬ؿɮА
ɾȹe̯ɁցੀეͲঢ়ज़ဳଉᄙΕҰඖҺ೪Ϸ৽ɻcʘྡྷؿٖ˞ޑԙСऩͱݯe
̯ɁᔑϊˤͲٲঢ়ज़ဳଉɁࡗၤԑΉbჇɎ˾כα˞ʥԞαྦྷ̯ʔ̇ڌؿፆʻ͐ٲܛᑢ෮kɻړਝؿ౨ၤ
ٽ౨کؿౡᆢܰȹːͮעc̯Ɂ૯̯ڌʔ̇Ε֡˂ั܃ੀ˿˞ɣఝొؿʠٖძࠤkࣂc̯Ɂ͛ᔄϊྦྷɻړਝͲ
ࡗɮכɀཌྷཌྷ̒αؿЦɈɺኜᗸൔᘆ͐ٲটʶᑢk

ԑٽ
ฦ൚
ࠗಋcɀཌྷཌྷʄαɍ˂ɀɊɍˀ
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